Digital Showering System

Digital Prompt.
Complete Customization
Choose the components you want for a perfect shower everyday — from a rainhead to a showerhead to a handshower to body sprays. It’s complete customization at your fingertips.

Warm Up Your Shower Without Wasting Water
Once the selected temperature is reached, the water pauses until you’re ready to step into it.

Eco-Mode
Eco-mode models have an integrated diverter that meets CALGreen requirements for water reduction by limiting the use of outlets to one at a time.

Set the Timer to Count Your Shower Down
DTV Prompt is perfect for setting shower limits in busy households or for water-conservation concerns.

Safe Temperature Control
Limit the maximum temperature your water can reach — perfect for families with small children.

Run Multiple Components
Handshowers, body sprays, bath faucets, rainheads and more can be run separately or at the same time*.

Clean Showering Space
DTV Prompt eliminates the handles and knobs of a manual shower—giving you a clean, uncluttered space with an intuitive interface that delivers one-touch operation.

Pause Your Shower
Wash your hair or shave without the water running.

Easy to Install
The valve’s main supply cable is prewired, and the valve can be installed up to 20 feet** from the interface — giving you complete installation flexibility.

*Models with eco-mode diverter will not run components simultaneously.
**DTV Prompt comes with a 20-foot cable. For longer distances, simply replace/extend with a standard RJ-11 phone extension cord.
Two-Outlet Shower Configuration
Controls rainhead and handshower
Two-Outlet Shower Configuration
Controls showerhead and handshower
DTV Prompt® Is Flexible.

DTV Prompt works with many showering components on one, two or three-outlets, and it allows you to change between them with the push of a button.

DTV Prompt Is Versatile.

DTV Prompt is an easy way to bring digital showering to any bathroom. It works with three main setups: bath only, shower only and a bath/shower combination.
Three-Outlet Shower Idea Starter
Controls rainhead, handshower and body sprays

| 1 | K-558-1CP DTV Prompt, Three-Outlet Digital Interface (Qty. 2) and K-559-CP Mounting Bracket (Qty. 2) |
| 2 | K-45425-BN Flipside, 01 Multifunction Handshower |
| 3 | K-98343-BN Awaken, 36” Deluxe Slidebar and K-98350-CP Supply Elbow |
| 4 | K-8593-SN MasterShower, 72” Metal Shower Hose |
| 5 | K-99105-BN Moxie, Rainhead with Wireless Speaker and K-10124-BN Right-Angle Showerarm and Flange |
| 6 | K-8013-BN WaterTile, Round 27-Nozzle Body Spray (Qty. 3) |
| 7 | K-706013-L-NX Levity, Sliding Shower Door |
| 8 | K-9164-0 Bellwether, Shower Base and K-9155-0 Drain Cover |
Two-Outlet Bath Idea Starter
Controls handshower and bath spout

1 | K-527-1SN DTV Prompt, Two-Outlet Digital Interface
2 | K-1158-G-47 Bancroft, Drop-In BubbleMassage® Air Bath
3 | K-72791-SN Artifacts, Wall-Mount Bath Spout with Flare Design

Three-Outlet Bath/Shower Idea Starter
Controls showerhead, handshower and bath spout

1 | K-558-1CP DTV Prompt Three-Outlet Digital Interface and K-559-CP Mounting Bracket
3 | K-98342-CP Awaken® 24" Deluxe Slidebar and K-98350-CP Supply Elbow
4 | K-9514 MasterShower® 60" Metal Shower Hose
5 | K-45415-A-CP Shift Ellipse Multifunction Handshower
6 | K-1121-L-0 Underscore, Alcove Bath
7 | K-14426-CP Purist Wall-Mount Bath Spout
DTV Prompt Two-Outlet Digital Showering System

Two-Outlet Digital Interface in Satin Nickel with Polished Nickel Accents
K-527-1SN
With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-527-E-1SN

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-527-E-1CP

Two-Outlet Digital Interface in White with Polished Chrome Accents
K-527-0
With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-527-E-0

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-527-E-7

Two-Outlet Digital Interface in Black Black with Polished Chrome Accents
K-527-7
With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-527-E-7

DTV Prompt two-outlet digital interface includes mounting bracket and requires digital thermostatic valve K-528-K-NA.

DTV Prompt Three-Outlet Digital Showering System

Three-Outlet Digital Interface in Satin Nickel
K-558-1SN
(Shown with Polished Chrome Mounting Bracket K-559-CP)
With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-558-E-1SN

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-558-E-1CP

Three-Outlet Digital Interface in White
K-558-0
(Shown with Polished Chrome Mounting Bracket K-559-CP)

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-558-E-0

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-558-E-7

Three-Outlet Digital Interface in Black Black
K-558-7
(Shown with Polished Chrome Mounting Bracket K-559-CP)

With Eco-Mode Diverter
K-558-E-7

Three-Port Digital Thermostatic Valve
K-557-K-NA

Three-Outlet Digital Interface Mounting Bracket
K-559

Available in four finishes: Polished Chrome (-CP), Vibrant Polished Nickel (-SN), Vibrant Brushed Nickel (-BN), or Black Black (-7)

DTV Prompt three-outlet digital interface requires mounting bracket K-559 and digital thermostatic valve K-557-K-NA.